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The strange year continues. With knowledge of the

events in Germany in 1923 and 1933, we watch in some

awe and dread at the shenanigans in the US. Despite our

breathing a sigh of relief at the likely Republican Party’s

failure to achieve a coup, we will need to remember that

70 million Americans voted for Trump.

It is apt then to read through the excitement of Pat

Hickey’s journey through that land which the extract

from Peter Clayworth’s soon to be published biography

reveals. New Zealand remains a less extreme place in

comparison and Helen Bollinger’s study of film families

reveals the basic sanity of the country yet also poses the

contradictions of the gig economy which becomes a more

dominant strand of the workplace.

Given the Labour Government’s electoral mandate, but

also a strange determination to hamstring themselves in

terms of economic policy – last term, fiscal responsibility,

this term a refusal to tax capital gains – I asked some

unionists to respond to the following questions: What are

the issues facing working people and their repres-

entatives? What should we be seeking? What challenges

should be made to the power, authority and control of the

employer class? There was a limited response but those

who did respond have some challenging things to say.

But the feature of this edition is Cybèle Locke’s com-

pelling and wide ranging review of NZ Labour History

writing since the 1990s, which is an exacting work of

scholarship in its own right.

I have been interested in some new voices that are

coming out of the extremity of the US and to a lesser

extent Europe. An essay by Canadian academic Max

Haiven poses conceptual challenges which the left

certainly needs to take up.

So, may you all have a much needed break within the

safe realm of ‘God’s Own Country’.

It is something ofa relief that there is no

obituary column.

Ngā mihi

Paul Maunder

Dear LHP members,

The Committee has been busy of late planning a

symposium, ‘From Kinleith to the dole queue: workers’

struggles of the 1980s’, to be held on Saturday 20

February 2021 at PSA House in Wellington. The day will

begin with a screening of the digitally restored docu-

mentary film Kinleith ’80 on the Kinleith strike and then

explore workers’ struggles across the 1980s in terms of

what they might mean for us today. Details are further

on in this issue.

As usual, much voluntary labour has gone into

producing this issue of the LHP Bulletin – and I am

incredibly grateful for this. Ngā mihi mīharo ki a koutou.

Unpaid work helps the LHP to survive financially with

low membership fees. It enables us to produce sig-

nificant new labour history content in the Bulletin, at

symposiums, the AGM, Rona Bailey lectures and

conferences; make labour history accessible through our

website and social media; and to award outstanding new

labour history in the name of Bert Roth. We pay a small

honorarium to Jared Davidson for his beautiful

formatting of the Bulletin and to Paul Maunder for

sourcing and editing material content. Other LHP

Committee members play significant roles in assisting

this work without any monetary compensation.

Jared has decided to step down as Bulletin designer after

this issue so he can focus all his spare time on writing

his book about prison labour in Aotearoa. Jared, we are

all so very grateful for your creative efforts over the last

twelve years. You have made the Bulletin the most

beautiful labour journal ever.

We are looking for a new designer for the Bulletin. If you

are interested in donating some hours to designing the

Bulletin three times a year, receiving a small payment,

could you please contact us at lhpcommittee@gmail.com

May you all have decently paid holiday leave coming

your way and long hours of leisure time to read

the December Bulletin.

I roto i te kotahitanga

In solidarity,

Cybèle Locke

Editorial

FROM THE SHOP FLOOR

Chair's Report
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News and events

Kinleith ’80

The 12-week strike at the Kinleith pulp and paper mill in

Tokoroa in 1980 was remarkable for a number of reas-

ons: the scale of the victory (a 22 per cent wage increase

was achieved) , leadership by rank-and-file delegates,

coordination between the many site unions, the creativity

of the tactics employed, the involvement of women both

as unionists and as supporters, the extensive welfare

scheme, the nationwide solidarity campaign, and the

overturning of regulations imposed under the Remu-

neration Act. The film Kinleith ’80, made by Gerd

Pohlmann, Rod Prosser and Russell Campbell and

sponsored by the Federation of Labour, documented the

struggle and was released in 1982. To mark the 40th

anniversary of the strike, the film is being digitally

restored by Ngā Taonga Sound and Vision and will have

its first reissue screening at the LHP 1980s symposium

in February.

Labour History Project Symposium: ‘From Kinleith to

the dole queue: workers’ struggles of the 1980s’,

Saturday 20 February 2021, PSA House, Wellington

The 1980s saw tectonic shifts in the world of work,

capitalism, and union organising. A continuing recess-

ion, obtrusive anti-union legislation under Robert

Muldoon’s National Government and rapid neoliberal

reforms under the Fourth Labour Government under-

mined the strength of unions. And yet, women, Māori

and Pasifika workers gained leadership roles in their

unions and committee structures to represent them; the

first pay equity campaigns were launched, and unem-

ployed workers organised.

As the decade began, all eyes were on New Zealand

Forests Products’ paper mill at Kinleith, where a

prolonged dispute over pay became a flash point in the

union movement’s campaign against the Muldoon-led
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National Government. Forty years ago the film Kinleith

‘80 documented that dispute led by rank-and-file

delegates. It provides insights into creative organising,

the involvement of women, both as unionists and

supporters, and the importance ofnationwide solidarity.

‘From Kinleith to the dole queue: workers’ struggles of

the 1980s’ uses Kinleith as a starting point for exploring

the challenges that came next. Following the launch and

screening of the digitally restored version ofKinleith ’80,

this one-day symposium will explore the struggles and

the legacies of the 1980s and what they mean for us

today in a time of change. What did the Kinleith dispute

mean for the trajectory of the labour movement into the

1980s? What came next? And what does it mean for us

today? With unemployment on the rise in a global

pandemic and economic orthodoxies under renewed

pressure, we look to past workers’’ struggles for

strategies to engage the present.

Symposium speakers will include filmmakers, 1980s

union and unemployed movement activists, the Feisty

Feckin’ Fulltime Feminist singers, and labour historians.

There will be intergenerational conversations and time

for the audience to speak to contemporary issues.

OPINION

The National Library of New Zealand Book Cull

and Labour History

by Peter Clayworth

In October 2019 the National Library of New Zealand

announced it would be ‘rehoming’ 600,000 books from

its overseas published books collections, supposedly to

make room for New Zealand and Pacific publications.

This process has been dubbed by its opponents, among

whom I include myself, as ‘the book cull’ and as an act of

cultural vandalism. While no one would dispute the need

to house the growing number of New Zealand and

Pacific publications, surely the answer would be for the

Department of Internal Affairs, which oversees the

National Library, to provide the institution with more

storage space.

Those promoting the book cull have argued that it is

largely removing works that are irrelevant to the history

and culture ofAotearoa New Zealand, that it is removing

works that have not been recently used and that the

works would first be offered to libraries and collections

around New Zealand. The National Library also claimed

that many of the culled books were available online. I

have grave objections to the ‘books are available online’

argument, as, in the everchanging world of the internet,

we have no guarantee that the books available online

today will remain so in the future.

I have consulted a considerable number of overseas

published books from the National Library during my

research into the life and activism of New Zealand ‘Red

Fed’ Patrick Hodgens Hickey. In September of this year I

checked in the National Library catalogue to see if these

works were still available. I was outraged to find that five

important works on labour and socialist history had been

removed from the catalogue, presumably in the process

of ‘rehoming’ them.

As I had used some of these books over the last three

years, it was clear that the ‘not recently used’ argument

did not apply to them. So how about their irrelevance to

New Zealand history and culture? I set out below the

reasons I consulted each book when researching the life

of Pat Hickey, a New Zealander, and the New Zealand

Federation ofLabour, the ‘Red Feds.’

Vernon H. Jensen, Heritage ofConflict: Labor Relations in

the Nonferrous Metals Industry Up to 1930 (Ithaca NY:

Cornell University Press, 1950) .

This is one of the key books on the history of the Western

Federation ofMiners, the WFM, which Pat Hickey joined

in Bingham Canyon, Utah. Joining the WFM led to

Hickey’s radicalisation and eventual involvement in the

Red Feds. Heritage ofConflict is also an important work

on the history of the formation of the Industrial Workers

of the World, the IWW, an influential movement in New

Zealand during the 1910s.

Ian Turner, Industrial Labour and Politics: The Dynamics

of the Labour Movement in Eastern Australia, 1900-1921

(Canberra: ANU, 1965) .

One of the essential works on the Australian labour

movement during the period (1900-1912) when Bob

Semple, Harry Holland, Bob Ross, Paddy Webb, Michael

Joseph Savage et al were active in the Victorian and New

South Wales labour movements before coming out to

New Zealand. Turner’s book also covers the period (1916-

1920) when Hickey was active in the NSW and

Queensland labour movement. This book is essential for

understanding the trans-Tasman connections of the New

Zealand labour movement.

FROM THE SHOP FLOOR



Ira Kipnis, The American Socialist Movement, 1897-1912

(New York: Columbia University Press, 1952) .

Another key work. Hickey joined the American Socialist

Party while in the USA, soon after he joined the WFM in

1906. This book gives the background to a movement

that was influential on New Zealand labour activists in

the 1900s. It also gives information on the dodgy

activities of ‘Professor’ Walter Thomas Mills in the USA.

Mills later became an important figure in the New

Zealand labour movement from 1911 to 1914.

Brian Kennedy, Silver, Sin and Sixpenny Ale: A Social

History ofBroken Hill, 1883-1921 (Melbourne: Melbourne

University Press, 1978) .

Includes information about Bob Ross, later editor of the

Maoriland Worker (1911-1913) and Harry Holland, also

later editor of the Maoriland Worker (1913-1918) and then

leader of the NZ Labour Party (1919-1933) . Hickey

worked with both men, with Ross being one of his best

mates. Kennedy’s history of Broken Hill also forms a

useful comparison with New Zealand militant mining

communities such as Runanga, Blackball, Huntly and

Denniston.

A. Ross McCormack, Reformers, Rebels and Revolution-

aries: The Western Canadian Radical Movement, 1899-1919

(Toronto: University ofToronto Press, 1977) .

Important in understanding the background of Canadian

activists such as J. B. King, who brought the militant

Chicago-aligned IWW movement to New Zealand in

1911. This book also gives comparative context to the

New Zealand militant labour movement of the 1910s.

After I wrote a letter to the Dominion Post, protesting

against the removal of such books, the National Library

contacted me and asked me to describe the books and

their significance. Three of these books, Jensen, Heritage

of Conflict, Turner, Industrial Labour and Politics, and

Kipnis, The American Socialist Movement, were rescued

from book storage in Whanganui, where they appear to

have been on their way to be ‘rehomed.’ The other two

works Kennedy, Silver, Sin and Sixpenny Ale, and

McCormack, Reformers, Rebels and Revolutionaries were

‘rehomed’ by being sold off for $2 each at the Lions book

sale at Trentham, earlier in November.

It is clear that the National Library has not made any real

effort to determine the relevance of these books to New

Zealand history and culture. It is also ironic these books

effectively refer to the labour movement in the ‘Pacific

Rim’ of eastern Australia and western North America. It

is questionable whether their removal in any way helps

our library collections have a more Pacific-based focus. It

is also important to consider that New Zealand labour

history has always been part of international movements

and processes, meaning it is important to carry our

research beyond the confines of these islands.

With regard to the National Library cull, I have only

checked works that I have used myself. I have no idea

how many other important works of labour history have

been sold off for $2 a pop, or passed on to some other

collection. I can state from my own experience that this

cull is detrimental to the study of labour history and has

been carried out without any prior consultation of those

who have been using the books being culled.
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Every writer has their go-to books: bible-like favourites

that provide guidance or clarification amidst the

confusion of a new project. For me, those books are

Richard S. Hill’s histories of policing. They’ve proved

valuable to every project I’ve ever worked on, from the

labourers’ revolt in Nelson to the ashes of Wobbly

minstrel Joe Hill. So, as I trawled through Policing the

Colonial Frontier Volume One in search of information

on convict labour, I wasn’t surprised to be struck by an

interesting entry. Writing about the early formation of

New Zealand’s police forces, Hill noted a near-mutiny

aboard the store ship Westminster in March 1840:

En route for New Zealand the trooper reinforcement had

work to do; aboard the Westminster were tradesmen

contracted to work for the state, and some were perceived

to require disciplining. [Lieutenant] Smart arrested a

rebellious stonemason, and was forced to call his

troopers to arms when it appeared that the prisoner’s

companions were about to rescue him (p.127) .

Sydney-based tradesmen had been contracted for public

works by the state? And rebellious ones at that? This was

not a settlement story I’d heard before, many of which

focused on the high politics surrounding Te Tiriti o

Waitangi. I wanted to learn more. Who were they? Were

ex-convicts among them? And what work did they do in

New Zealand?

Within the archives of the Colonial Secretary (Series 8333

or IA1) held at Archives New Zealand there are a number

of records about the original mechanics employed by the

state. After their arrival in Kororāreka on 14 March, most

went on to Auckland’s Mechanics Bay in September,

where they cleared scrub, cut timber and forged roads for

Governor Hobson and his new capital (hence the name

of the Bay) . But the most interesting item in the series is

the ‘Memorandum of Contract and Agreement’, drawn

up in Sydney on 17 February 1840. That’s because the

colony’s first official contract between labourers and the

state is signed by the labourers themselves.

The water-damaged and stained document, once bound

together by a green ribbon, includes six pages of script –

the terms of employment – while a seventh page outlines

the rates of wages. The men were bound “as servants to

Her Majesty’s said Colonial Government in the capacity

ofworkmen or journey men in their several Trades” for a

year. They were to work wherever the state needed them;

in return they earned a fair wage for the time and a free

passage to New Zealand. However, rations (at cost price)

were deducted from their wages, as was one month’s pay,

held as “security for the due performance” of their work.

Pictured here is the schedule. It shows the rates of pay

for each trade as well as the names and occupations of

the Westminster workers, written in their own hand.

Carpenters dominate, followed closely by labourers and

then sawyers. Also recorded are two masons, one of

whom caused Lieutenant Smart so much trouble on the

journey. These names could be checked against later

returns in order to track their movements, while an hour

or so on Ancestry would reveal glimpses of their past and

future lives – where they were from, if they were ex-

convicts from the Old World or men born in Australia,

where they lived and died after their contract came to a

close. But that’s research for another day!

Archives New Zealand Reference: IA1 Box 1/ 1840/31

Jared Davidson is a Wellington-based archivist and hist-

orian. Blood and Dirt: Prison Labour and the Making of

New Zealand (Otago University Presss, forthcoming) aims

to ex-plore prison labour from the Church Missionary

Society’s use of convicts in 1814 to the state prison farms of

the 1920s.

If you’re interested in contributing to ‘From the Archive’,

email rosswebb12@gmail.com

ARCHIVES
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FEATURE ARTICLE

Protest and politics in the Depression:
Insights on the relationship of protest and
politics during the Depression of 1930-35
Malcolm McKinnon

This is the text ofa talk given at the LHP AGM,

11 August 2020.

1. Protests and Parliament to May 1932

Familiarity with the parliamentary cycle is an important

clue to the trajectory of protest. A case in point is the 10

May 1932 demonstration of unemployed; it took place on

the last day of that Parliamentary session.

The two main austerity sessions of Parliament were in

early 1931 and early 1932. Mass demonstrations took

place over wage cuts, changes to the arbitration system,

and the unemployment regime.

Different law-making initiatives triggered different pro-

tests; so demonstrations over wage cuts and arbitration

paralleled rather than merged with demonstrations by

the unemployed. This particular demarcation also para-

lleled the rivalry between the Unemployed Workers

Movement on the one hand and the Labour Party and the

Alliance ofLabour on the other. Until May 1932 the latter

two focused on arbitration and wage cuts, not the unem-

ployed.

2. Protests and policing

Protests could always lead to a law and order response.

Or vice versa. And some responses during the

Depression are well-known, even legendary. That said,

Protest by the unemployed. 10 May 1932. Alexander Turnbull Library
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FEATURE ARTICLE

policing and law enforcement in the Depression was not

a distinctively Depression phenomenon. The Finance Act

1932 section 59 proscribing political action on the part of

public servants was particularly directed at the Post and

Telegraph Employees Association, the successor to a

union which had jousted with Coates in the 1920s. The

1932 sedition prosecutions of the Communists Richard

Griffin, J.J. Robinson and Alexander Galbraith were

brought under the War Regulations Continuance Act

1920. The Public Safety Conservation Act had precursors

in the UK and most Australian states, although it is true

that the NZ act (at section 4) conferred additional powers

on the police than those allowed for in the analogous

Australian acts (that the initial 1923 Victoria act was

passed in the wake of a police strike adds irony to the

variation) . On the other hand the New Zealand statute

was never invoked during the Depression.

3. Protests and Parliament after May 1932

Local councils had the right to permit – or decline to

permit – demonstrations. After May 1932 permits were

not given for demonstrations or marches in the major

centres (Christchurch may have been an exception, the

evidence is ambiguous) . That ban lasted at least until the

middle of 1934. Parliament reassembled then, having not

met since March 1933. That may be why protest was so

vigorous in the main centres, especially Auckland and

Christchurch, through the winter of 1934, over free

speech and the law change confirming four- not three-

year Parliamentary terms (a law repealed by Labour in

1936) . Equally, a flurry of demonstrations – among them

two clergy-led ‘indignation’ meetings in Auckland in

September 1935 – coincided with the final parliamentary

session before November’s election.

4. Protestors and city business

Despite the ban on mass protests there were many

instances of small scale or irregular protests by

unemployed after May 1932, for instance the hundreds of

Wellington unemployed who occupied the city engineer’s

office one day in April 1933. An important change after

mid-1932 however, and especially after the devaluation of

the NZ currency in January 1933, was that the distress

triggering these protests, if not the protests themselves,

had the active sympathy of urban business and civic

interests. This was hardly surprising. The devaluation is

sometimes presented as a forerunner of the expansionist

policies that Labour adopted in 1936. But although the

devaluation helped exporters – in effect farmers – the

urban economy which, absent much manufacturing, was

import-driven, was stifled by costlier imports and a new

sales tax. Urban expansionists far outnumbered fiscal

conservatives, such as former finance minister William

Downie Stewart. They were tough on ‘subversives’ i.e.

Communists, but were vocal in calling for an end to

austerity and for assistance for the urban unemployed.

5. Crowds

Finally, just a reminder that gatherings of people in their

thousands were not always protests, they were common

in a wide variety of situations. The crowds assembled

outside newspaper offices to watch the posting of

election results are the best known but there are many

others. In November 1933 no fewer than 7000

Aucklanders (including prominent businessmen) pro-

tested the government’s closing of radio station 1ZB and

the dismissal of its immensely popular presenters and

programmes, including the legendary ‘Friendly Road’.

And three weeks before the mass demonstration of

unemployed outside Parliament on 10 May 1932 an

equally substantial but very different (it can be assumed)

crowd turned out for the dedication ofWellington’s civic

war memorial – the Cenotaph, as crowds also had for the

opening of the Carillon a week later, on Anzac Day, and a

rugby match at Athletic Park in mid-June.
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FEATURE ARTICLE

Excerpt from the biography draft of Pat Hickey -
Provisional title “‘The Insuppressible One’: The
militant life of Patrick Hodgens Hickey”
Peter Clayworth

In 1900, Patrick Hodgens Hickey, an 18 year-old farm

boy from Foxhill in Nelson, set off on a journey to

Ireland. He aimed to find a fortune his late father

claimed was waiting for him there. Hickey went to

California, assuming there would be plenty of work and

it would be cheaper to get to Ireland from the U.S.A. He

found plenty of work, but it was poorly paid and working

conditions were generally bad. At a quicksilver (mercury)

mine in New Idria, California, he met an Englishman

called Bert Wright - the two young men became firm

friends and set out to travel the West in search of work.

Wright, who was from Nottingham, later joined the Royal

Navy. Of Hickey’s travelling companion Chipp we know

nothing other than what Hickey wrote in his journal. The

excerpt reads as follows:

At Spokane, Hickey and Wright got on to a scheme

where the Union Pacific Railroad Company (UPRR)

provided a free ticket to Aspen, Wyoming, on condition

that the ticket holder took work in the company’s coal

mine located there. Hickey clearly saw this as a cheap

way to head east, with the hope of crossing the North

American continent and, in the process, making enough

money to get to Ireland. He wrote that the distance

covered in this train journey was around 1300 miles. “I

passed through the states ofWashington, Idaho, Oregon,

Utah, and then into Wyoming.” As winter weather set in

the views of the landscape must have been at times

spectacular, but with minimal cash, waiting in chilly

towns by the rail side would not have been pleasant.1

Hickey and Wright finally arrived at Aspen, Wyoming, a

small logging and mining centre, and made their way to

the coal mine itself in the mountains above the town.

They began work the afternoon they arrived, putting in a

seven-hour day. Hickey wrote of the mine: “It was the

toughest place I was ever at for work, the boss was

continually cursing at you, at last I cursed back and then

he would knock off. Apart from that the grub was enough

to turn a dog sick.” Hickey and Wright found that

McDonald, Chipp and Ealer, three of the men they were

working with, shared their disgust with the mine

conditions. The next morning, which was Christmas Eve,

the five men walked off the job. As transient single

working men they had no qualms abandoning an

unsatisfactory job in the hope of finding better prospects

further down the line.2

Hickey now had his first experience as a hobo or “train

beater”, jumping freight trains with his companions to

ride the rails in search of work. After several hours

waiting in Aspen the men jumped an east-bound freight

train late in the evening. About 50 miles into the journey

they were discovered by the brakeman, who demanded a

fare of a dollar a piece. Hickey and his companions

refused to pay the dollar, so the brakeman settled for 25

cents each. Hickey would not pay the discounted rate,

claiming he was broke. The train took them to Green

River, arriving early on Christmas morning. They had

not eaten since the previous day, which made the 18 mile

walk to Rock Springs seem even longer. Rock Springs, a

town of around 5000 inhabitants, was entirely based

around the local coal mine. Upon arrival the five men

had a good chicken dinner and then signed up to work in

the mine.3

The Rock Springs mine belonged to the UPRR, which

provided an added incentive for Hickey to work there. He

had heard the company had a policy of giving miners a

free rail pass to Chicago after they had worked for six

weeks at the mine. This would bring him closer to his

goal of reaching the east coast and travelling on to

Ireland. Hickey and his comrades got work loading the

coal trucks at a pay rate of 30 cents a ton. He noted that

10 cents a ton was deducted from a worker’s pay, pre-

sumably for equipment and supplies. Hickey main-

tained that the drivers bringing up the coal trucks did not

keep up a constant enough coal supply for the loaders to

make a decent wage.4 The Wyoming weather at this time

of year was severe; blizzards were common and the

temperature was sometimes below 40℉. “During the day

it used to snow very steadily and then at night the wind

would spring up and blow it all off again. As I was

working at night I got the full benefit of the storm, in fact

some nights you could not see your hand before you.

One night in particular was exceptionally severe some of

the poor fellows getting frozen to death.”5
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After working at the mine for only six days, Hickey came

down with pneumonia, a condition he blamed on the

change from the benign California climate to the brutal

Wyoming winter. Hickey boarded with a mining family

called the McDaniels who he described as “the toughest

crowd ever I was amongst.”6 Despite their rough edges,

the McDaniels looked after Hickey well while he was ill,

with the family matriarch taking particular care of him.

Hickey wrote home that he had been so sick that two

doctors were sent to attend him. He was ill for most of

January, which hit his finances hard. Unable to earn

money, he still had to pay board of $22.50 a month and

pay the doctors too. Prices for everything, including

accommodation, were exorbitant in small mining towns.

Once Hickey was well again, he was unable to get work

as the miners had gone on strike. To make matters worse

he could not obtain the free railroad pass as he had not

worked long enough at the mine before falling sick. He

decided to “beat” his way to Colorado on the trains in the

hope of finding mining work. Hickey’s companions

Wright and Chipp, who were still in Rock Springs,

resolved to accompany him.7

The three companions rode a freight train east through

the winter night to the town of Rawlins, Wyoming. The

journey was much longer than they anticipated, with a

breakdown on the line causing a five-hour delay.

Warmed by breakfast at Rawlins, they jumped another

freight for Laramie, arriving in the middle of the night.

Having spent the previous night freezing on the train,

the three men elected to pay for accommodation. This

was by no means luxurious; Hickey described the place

they stayed in Laramie as “with one exception the

toughest I ever slept.”8 The next day Hickey, Wright and

Chipp continued on what was to be a long and difficult

search for work, riding the rails out of Laramie in the

direction of Cheyenne, the capital of Wyoming. They

crossed the highest point of the Union Pacific Railroad,

Sherman Pass, at a height of 8,600 feet (2,600 metres) up

in the Laramie Mountains section of the Rockies. Hickey

described the land in mid-winter snow: “The scenery was

simply grand as we went up the Mt. One place we

crossed a canyon which turned one giddy to look into. As

the bridge was very shaky the train went at a snail’s pace

across so giving us a good view of it and I don’t want

another.”9 From Cheyenne they jumped a slow train to

Denver, Colorado, just over a hundred miles to the south.

They arrived at five in the morning and had to walk

around to avoid freezing because cheap restaurants did

not open until seven. Train beating was hard travelling in

mid winter as Hickey noted: “All the time from Rock

Springs to Denver was the coldest time ever put in and I

am not anxious to have another go at it.”10

The three companions ended up spending a week in

Denver, which had not been part of their plans. Wright

fell ill and the other two waited for him to get well

enough to travel, just as Wright and Chipp had waited for

Hickey when he had been sick in Rock Springs. Once

Wright had recovered the three hoboes decided to head

for the coal mining town of Baldwin in the mountains to

the south west of Denver. In Denver they got a free

railway pass at the office of the company operating the

coal mines around Baldwin.11 Hickey wrote: “Owing to a

strike in nearly all the coal mines in Colorado work was

to be had very easily if a fellow liked to go ‘scabbing’ but

as it is no game we did not take it on.” Hickey and his

friends had no intention of going to the strike-bound coal

mines but instead used the coal company’s free pass to

get to Leadville where silver, gold, lead and zinc was

mined. The Leadville mines were not on strike so the

three travellers hoped to get work there without having to

scab.12

Neither Hickey nor any of his companions were union

members nor were they particularly class conscious.

They were, however, fully imbued with the working-class

idea that scabbing was morally repugnant. Their aversion

to blacklegging does not appear to have been due to fear

of violent union retaliation, although such violence was a

distinct possibility in this time and place. Hickey was not

yet a unionist or an activist, but he was beginning to take

sides in the class war going on around him in the mines

of the west.

Hickey, Wright and Chipp took a narrow-gauge line for

Baldwin via the town of Buena Vista but had to wait at a

railway junction in the middle of nowhere until well after

midnight. Then, after a day in Buena Vista, they set off

by foot for Leadville which Hickey noted, “is the highest

mining camp in North America, being about two miles

above the sea.” Hickey felt “altogether crook” on this

walk. He was completely puzzled as to what was wrong

with him, but it may well have been altitude sickness as

they headed up into the mountains. His illness slowed

their progress and they spent the night at an unnamed

site by a large sluicing claim.13 The next day they jumped

a train that had stopped to fill the locomotive at a water

tank. This took them within five miles of Leadville, easy

walking distance. They trekked through a surreal, hellish
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landscape: “I was surprised to see the size of the smelters

here, great mountains of slag scattered about,

locomotives carrying the slag out of the furnaces and

dumping it on the slag heaps.” The once pristine

mountain lands had been torn apart over the last quarter

century, while the smelters poured poison into the once

clear high-country air.14

Following the demonetisation of silver in 1893, many of

the silver mines and smelters around Leadville closed.

The mining of gold, manganese and bismuth from lead

and zinc ores, along with continued mining of quantities

of silver, kept Leadville going but when Hickey and his

companions arrived in early 1901 the town was a shadow

of its former glory. Hickey wrote: “It [Leadville] is no size

now only about 10,000 people in its day there was [sic]

50,000 men working here.” He did note with appre-

ciation that there were some fine buildings on Leadville’s

Harrison Street. Hickey and his companions were not

keen to work at the smelters, “the work is of such a

killing nature that the men do not last at it.”15 They

stayed at Leadville for three days but could not find work

at the mines. The news that smallpox had broken out at

the smelters reinforced their decision to avoid working

there. Running out of cash and keen to avoid the

smallpox, they heard of work at a town called Thomas-

ville, on the Colorado Midland Railway line running out

ofLeadville to the west.16

Hickey, Wright and Chipp made it to Arkansas Junction,

a few miles to the west of Leadville, where they hoped to

jump a train. After waiting some time in the wintry

weather, they walked on through the rest of the day and

into the night, but no trains went past. In the freezing

Colorado mountain night, it was better to keep moving

than stay in one place. In the darkness they came to the

mouth of the two mile-long Busk-Ivanhoe tunnel, which

took the railway line across the continental divide,

through the Sawatch mountains section of the Rockies.

Hickey and his companions found shelter in an empty

workmen’s cabin near the tunnel entrance. The cabin

had a stove, with some coal, but no working chimney.

The travellers were therefore able to keep warm but had a

pretty uncomfortable time in their coal smoke filled

refuge.17

In the morning Hickey and Wright jumped a west bound

train, but Chipp failed to get on. Rather than abandon

their mate, Hickey and Wright leapt off again before

entering the tunnel. The three hobos had nothing to use

for a light and no idea of the length of the tunnel but

decided to walk through. A long walk in the dark held no

great terrors for these experienced underground workers.

Hickey and Wright made good time walking through the

tunnel only to discover part way along that they had lost

Chipp. There was no point shouting for him as the

continual sound of water dropping from the tunnel roof

made it hard for them to hear each other speak. Walking

along the track, they strained their ears to hear any

engines coming. After a couple of false alarms, Hickey

and Wright sprang up against the tunnel wall at the last

minute. Light suddenly appeared and a fast freight train

thundered past them. They could only hope that Chipp

had been keeping alert wherever he was behind them.

After what seemed like hours, another light appeared in

the distance, but turned out to be a section gang working

in the tunnel. Not long after encountering the tunnel

workers, Hickey and Wright emerged at the western end

of the tunnel, Loch Ivanhoe, and sat down to wait for

Chipp. After an hour or so of waiting they became

convinced that Chipp had fallen victim to the freight

train they had narrowly avoided. At this point their

comrade wandered nonchalantly out of the tunnel

mouth.18

Hickey, Wright and Chipp crossed the continental divide

from east to west, travelling for almost two miles under

the mountains. They were now at an altitude of around

11,000 feet (3300 metres) , surrounded by snowdrifts 20

to 30 feet thick. The only place with a relatively thin snow

covering was the railroad itself, which was kept clear by

the snow ploughs on the locomotives. The three

travellers walked along the track to a water tank where

they thought they could jump a train stopping to re-

water. The only train to emerge from the tunnel did not

stop and the hobos were in danger of freezing to death if

they stayed put. They kept walking until they came to a

section house, built to accommodate the railroad

maintenance crew. It was now snowing heavily, so Chipp

was sent to ask for shelter at the section house, only to

have the door slammed in his face. The hobos wandered

on to a group of brick kilns. Here they encountered an

Austrian resident in the area who took pity on their

plight. He offered them accommodation in a spare cabin

nearby, which they gladly accepted.19

The next morning the three companions rode a flat car

on a west bound train to Thomasville where they hoped

to find work. On arrival they were met with the grim

sight of yellow flags flying from most of the houses, a
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warning of a smallpox outbreak. The freight train they

had arrived on was delayed waiting for an express to pass,

which enabled them to find a comfortable spot in a box

car and continue their journey west. The end of the line

for this train was Basalt, where the three hoboes earned

themselves a good feed through a short water carrying

job. They then set off in search ofwork at the Pocahontas

coal mines, catching a train for Cardiff, a town to the

north-west. At Cardiff they found a huge complex of coke

ovens, but also the news that there was no work at the

Pocahontas mines. The coke business may also have had

no vacancies, or perhaps the work did not appeal to

Hickey and his friends for they decided to head on.20

Hickey, Wright and Chipp walked to Glenwood Springs

where their arrival coincided with a brief visit by Vice

President-elect and former Rough Rider Colonel

Theodore “Teddy” Roosevelt. Roosevelt had been William

McKinley’s running mate in the recent election and, in

September 1901, would himself become President

following McKinley’s assassination by the Polish-Amer-

ican anarchist Leon Czolgosz. Hickey’s own political

naivety at this time is illustrated by the fact that his only

comment on the 1900 election was to approve of both

candidates, McKinley and William Jennings Bryan, as

they were Irish Americans. Hickey did not seem to be

phased by the fact that both men were Protestants.

Roosevelt was passing through Glenwood Springs

returning from a Colorado hunting trip and heading east

by first class rail carriage to take up his Vice-Presidential

role. Hickey and his companions trudged west through

the town in the rain looking for work at the next major

settlement ofNew Castle.21

At New Castle they stayed in a cheap hotel, their first real

chance to sleep a solid 14 hours since leaving Leadville.

They went looking for work the next day at the New

Castle coal mines. Hickey noted that one of the two coal

mines in the area had blown up just a few weeks before

they arrived. The explosion had occurred at night, when

the mine was not worked, but two brothers working as

night watchmen were killed. Hickey and his friends were

told that the second Vulcan mine had been the site of an

explosion some years earlier, with over forty men

entombed in it. The three hobos went to see the boss of

this mine who, on learning that they did not belong to a

union, was happy to employ them. Hickey and his

companions were more cautious, telling the manager

they wanted to have a look around the mine before

accepting the job.22

Hickey wrote: “So we went down with the foreman and I

don’t think ever I was in such a hole. One half of the

mine was full of gas and the other half was loaded with

arsenic which affected the men’s eyes, so that they only

worked 5 hours a shift.”23 The three men did not even

consider starting work at the Vulcan, but headed for

Grand Junction, about a hundred miles to the west.

Despite not belonging to a union, the three hoboes were

not prepared to take on an unhealthy and potentially

lethal job. As young single men with the freedom to

travel and find work they were prepared to turn down

jobs that did not meet their standards, even with the risk

ofpoverty and deprivation while unemployed.

Hickey returned to New Zealand in 1901, worked at the

Denniston mine, then went to Ireland in 1903. He

returned to the USA in 1903 and in 1905. While working

at the Bingham Canyon in Utah, Hickey joined the

militant Western Federation of Miners and the Socialist

Party ofAmerica. He returned to New Zealand in 1906, a

committed revolutionary industrial unionist.

1. P. H. Hickey Journal, 1900-1903, 23-24. Pat Hickey’s grand-daughter

Noelene McNair has given me access to and permission to use the journal

Pat Hickey wrote ofhis 1900 journey through the USA.
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3. Hickey Journal, 24-26
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typed from the original letters by Eileen Thawley.
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6. Hickey Journal, 26.
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23. Hickey Journal, 46
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Film Families and Friends: Creative Networks
in a Precarious Industry
Helen Bollinger

Three years ago the LHP awarded me a one-off

scholarship towards an MA project about an aspect of

post-World War II labour history. This generous act of

faith boosted my confidence to begin the project. The

astute mentorship and goodwill of many other people,

especially my supervisor/dungeon master Annabel

Cooper, helped me to finish it. And so did the expect-

ations of our grandchildren – “Nana! You can’t drop out.

You’re our role model!” And so – I offer my grateful

thanks to you all.

My thesis is titled “Film Families and Friends: Creative

Networks in a Precarious Industry.” Films have been

made in Aotearoa for more than a hundred years but the

early 1970s saw significant growth in independent film-

making. I investigated the period of New Zealand film’s

evolution from informal cottage industry to professional

global industry, focusing on the changes and continuities
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TOP LEFT: On the set of Uenuku and the Mist Maiden, Waimarama 1973.

From left: Helen Bollinger pregnant with Solomon (sound) , Liz Sanderson

(costume) , GeoffMurphy (director) holding Linus, Alun Bollinger (DoP)

TOP RIGHT: Mothers and Children on Cousins, Wellington 2019. From left:

Ainsley Gardiner, director, Mary Davis Gardiner, production assistant, Bindy

Crayford, gaffer, Jimmy Bollinger, 2nd assistant camera, Miriama Grace

Smith, art director, Briar Grace Smith, writer/director. Photo: Georgina Condor

BOTTOM LEFT: Geoffrey Murphy with son Heperi Mita on his shoulders,

talking with First AD Chris Graves on the set ofNever Say Die, 1987.

Photo: Ngā Taonga archives.

BOTTOM RIGHT: Three generations of Harré family filmworkers. In front

from left: Rewa Harré (director of photography) , Te Aorangi Harré (costume

standby assist) , Miro Harré (production designer) . In back from left: Dave

Harré (writer/director/producer) , Manu Harré (costume assistant) , Solomon

Harré (locations assist) , Emma Harré (costume standby) , Elsie Harré (actor) .

Photo: Oscar Harré, 2019.
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in filmmaking culture between 1970 and 2020.

My investigation focused on three distinctive charact-

eristics of the New Zealand industry: project-based work,

freelance networks, and the enculturation of second and

third generations into filmwork. The place of families

and friendships is central to the processes of encultur-

ation and to all these networks. These three charact-

eristics also shaped (and shape) the inclusion and

exclusion of marginalised groups, particularly women,

LGBTQ, and Māori and Pasifika filmworkers.

I drew on the literature about filmmaking and creative

industries for comparative data. The theories of Actor-

Network and habitus and capital developed by Pierre

Bourdieu provided a framework. My primary sources

were drawn from semi-structured interviews I undertook

with twenty participants – all members of Kiwi three-

generational, freelance, filmworker families. I analysed

the interviews according to themes in light of the

secondary literature and wove these into the story.

My research indicated strong connections between self-

image and creative work, between habitus (the socialising

norms and tendencies that are internalised by children to

become their guiding dispositions) and family legacy

occupation, and between networks of the counterculture

and the development of film in New Zealand. It also

revealed changes in the industry as it becomes more

open and diverse; the gendered participation of families

has altered through successive generations.

My second chapter, “Freedom, Flexibility and Precarity in

a Project-based Industry,” probably has the most

relevance for readers of labour history. During the 1970s

when secure employment was as a rule both desired and

attainable, a small number ofwould-be filmmakers opted

out of regular work in favour ofproject-based filmwork in

which they hoped to combine lifestyle, creative ventures

and money-earning. Over time, for them and their

families, economic insecurity became part of ordinary

life. Along with shearers and other seasonal workers they

became unconscious pioneers of today’s “Gig Economy,”

the new normal where job security exists for fewer people

and increasingly workers are part of the precariat. This

balance between freedom and insecurity – a new

phenomenon in many other fields – is an endur-ing

element in the lives of the participants in my study.

Freelance filmmaking is a lifestyle as much as a job.

Economic insecurity has always been a normal part of life

for screen workers. However, freelance work is now part

of a larger trend where contractors in other fields do not

necessarily gain the once-experienced freedoms. My

interviewees indicated that the negative aspects of

project-based film work included the pressure ofworking

to maintain a presence in the industry as well as the

competition for work, degrees of financial insecurity, the

unpredictability of contracts, the long hours, and the

pressure to find carers for children. One study found that

the nature of employment arrangements was still

constructed around notions of standard employment

(Blair, Grey and Randle, 1999) . This theme was

confirmed by a number of interviewees who saw it as

problematic because government agencies and banks

were not wholly oriented to supporting those on irregular

incomes. Consequently, the steady and marked

productivity of the industry suggests that in light of the

idiosyncratic nature of freelance filmwork, a review for

government departments’ policies is overdue.

The combined evidence of the literature and the

interviews indicated that for the people in my study, the

positive aspects of working as a freelancer in the creative

industries outweighed the negative aspects. The iden-

tified benefits included all kinds of capital, with cultural

cachet being the most important for some. Intellectual

and creative stimulation, self-identity, the bonding with

workmates, the pay packet, the travel, the freedom to

choose to work or not and the finite nature of the

contracts, were all seen as advantages which mitigated

the structured insecurities ofcontract-based work.

I was 70 when I began this study as a part-time distance

student at Otago University Sociology, Gender Studies &

Criminology Department. Now that I’ve finished and the

agony is over, I can reflect on this experience and

recommend that anyone like me who has a few Ks on the

clock and with an interest in contributing to the canon of

our cultural history – should get cracking immediately.

One’s life can become a primary source and one’s own

flavour of lived history can offer unique perspectives. I

found that the research and scholarship extended

insights into my own experience. I learned a lot about my

life from this project and met many lovely people along

the way. (And I got an A+) .
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Labouring under Labour
Bill Newson, Mike Treen, Bill Bradford and
Graeme Clarke with Paul Maunder

Given the current Labour Government’s mandate,

Bulletin editor Paul Maunder asked a cross section of

unionists to suggest what the union movement should be

demanding.

E tū: Rebuild Better - Whakamanatia

Bill Newson, National Secretary, E tū

E tū was formed five years ago with a vision of building

private-sector union power as a strong, resourced and

diverse organising and campaigning union with an

engaged and active membership.

We understand clearly the responsibility to assert an

influential political workers’ voice in order to achieve

policies that help serve the interests of working people,

and we are proud of our campaigning role in securing

the ‘Red Tsunami’ of17 October.

We are also clear that we must now remain focused on

and committed to ensuring the government delivers on

critical employment-related policies.

E tū members have been hit hard by COVID-related

disruption with many members, particularly across the

aviation, tourism and service sectors, losing their jobs.

We are seeing many members in new jobs being

employed on less secure hours of work with lower wages

and conditions.

Other members served their fellow Kiwis during COVID

lockdowns in essential jobs on minimum wages while

fighting to secure adequate PPE. That has never been

good enough and it’s not good enough now.

E tū has asserted a number of key principles to underpin

how we can ‘Rebuild Better’ under a Labour-Green

Government:

- Health and wellbeing with a more effective focus on

workplace Health and Safety in all workplaces regardless

of employee size, and better resourcing of our health

services.

- Equitable wages policy including an extension of the

Living Wage to the contracted workers across the state

sector and industry minimum employment standards

through Fair Pay Agreements that act as a platform for

further wage growth.

- Decent job policies creating sustainable jobs across

regions with a supportive industry training and ‘Just

Transition’ package for relocation, redeployment and

retraining.

- Worker involvement providing a more effective say at

work from the perspective of those who understand the

business because they do the work.

- Addressing inequity and poverty in order to rebuild

better by implementing the recommendations of the

Welfare Expert Advisory Group, advancing ethical social

procurement and promoting Māori community and

economic development.

We know that Kiwi workers paid the price for the

economic transformation of the 1980s and 1990s; thrown

on the scrapheap as their jobs disappeared or were

replaced by low-wage, insecure work. Our provincial

regions suffered.

COVID has threatened the job security of many E tū

members during 2020 and the outlook is for further job

losses. Many other E tū members work in jobs

potentially affected by carbon-reduction targets and

changing workplace technology – the so called “4th

Industrial Revolution.”

E tū believes New Zealand can lead the way with a

strategy of “Just Transition” in which we start planning

now for these challenges while ensuring that working

people and their communities do not bear the brunt of

structural adjustment.

A key principle of Rebuild Better is worker engagement

providing a more effective say at work. The importance

of workers’ voices in the workplace is already

acknowledged and, to some degree, legislated for in the

Health and Safety at Work Act. E tū believes that worker

engagement and voice is equally important in decision-

making across their workplaces.

E tū members have some experience in this in various

forms, however workers’ views are too often ignored

when employers make vital decisions about the on-going

direction of the workplace, especially when reacting to

tough times.
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The importance of the workers’ voice in the well-being of

any workplace must include the financial and strategic

aspects of the workplace as well as the health and safety

of the workforce. Industrial Democracy means involving

working people in making decisions, sharing

responsibility and authority in the future ofwork and the

workplace.

The majority Labour government under Prime Minister

Ardern provides an opportunity to enable workers’ rights

and voice through legislative change, including

strengthening current legislation like the Employment

Relations Act and its amendments, as well as creating

new legislation to ensure workers have a fair deal and a

real voice at their workplaces.

Our role, as a strong, relevant private-sector union, is to

ensure we are campaign-ready, to influence and achieve

the potential and promise of that Red Tsunami and

organise across our workplaces and industries with

community allies to build the power we need to win for

workers.

Temporary Work: the most important issue

Mike Treen, Unite Union

The most important issue before the union movement

today is to seize the once in a generation chance to use

the Covid crisis to bring an end to the abusive system of

mass temporary work migration. If we succeed it will be

a huge benefit to working people as a whole.

This current system is being used by employers to exploit

those who are dependent on them for their visas and to

suppress wages more broadly.

The way to achieve this goal is to provide permanent

residency to all those currently living and working in

New Zealand who have made New Zealand their home

and want to stay.

Implementing such a policy will end once and for all the

disgraceful over-reliance on workers who are forced to

come to New Zealand on temporary visas and then

trapped into a life ofbondage and super-exploitation.

The Covid crisis has exposed how dependent the New

Zealand economy has become on cheap labour from

across the globe. We discovered that around 300,000

workers, 15 per cent of the workforce, were in the

country on one type of temporary visa or another with the

right to work. Temporary visa holders have become

dominant in entire sectors of the economy, from

agriculture to aged care.

We had 100,000 students with the right to work, 70,000

on working holiday visas, 150,000 on various other

renewable work visas, 14,000 on the Recognised Seasonal

Employer (RSE) scheme for agriculture.

The total is probably twice the total number of a decade

ago. Many have returned home but at least 250,000

remain and many want to stay.

Pre-Covid, New Zealand was issuing 250,000 temporary

work visas of one form or other each year. This doesn' t

count student visas with a right to work.

Pre-Covid, it might have been expected that the system of

recycling cheap temporary labour to service our major

industries should continue.

That system has broken into a thousand pieces and will

never be able to be recreated until the world is free of

Covid and no other pandemic threatens.

This is a good thing. It allows us to do the right thing by

the people now stuck in New Zealand and who were

brought here and kept here on false promises of one day

being able to transition to residency.

Instead, what has happened is that while the numbers

being brought here on various temporary visas have

more than doubled over the past decade, the number of

those being granted residency was kept at around 40-

50,000 a year. This simply increased the competition for

places and Immigration New Zealand was able to keep

increasing the bar to qualify.

Then the Jacinda Adern-led government elected in 2017

imposed a radical cut in the number of people being

granted permanent residence. It went from 47,682 to

37,947 in one year from June 2017 to June 2018, reduced

to 34,992 in 2019 – a ten year low.

This simply broke the back of any coherent policy being

applied. The points needed to gain residency are now off

the charts and nurses, teachers and other professionals

can' t qualify.
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The only way to fix the broken system is to grant those

who have made New Zealand their home a pathway to

residency. This could begin with everyone on a visa who

has worked here five years or more receiving an

immediate offer of residency. They also don' t need

language tests that most Kiwis wouldn' t pass. This could

then be extended to other categories who want to stay and

who could be offered incentives to earn useful points by

studying particular subjects or working in particular

occupations or regions.

The previous National Government from 2014-17, under

John Key and Bill English, implemented a proposal for a

group of 4,000 temporary migrant workers and their

families in the South Island to be offered a one-off

pathway to residency.

In the words of the then Immigration Minister Michael

Woodhouse:

“Many of these migrants are already well settled in New

Zealand and make a valuable contribution to their

communities. It will also enable employers to retain an

experienced workforce that has helped meet genuine

regional labour market needs. My National colleagues in

the South Island have advocated strongly on behalf their

constituents throughout the development of this policy,

so I’m pleased the Government has been able to deliver

on our commitment to enable this cohort of migrant

workers to remain in their communities.”

It is obvious that many of these workers will be working

on dairy farms run by friends of the National Party who

have lobbied their MPs to keep these workers in the

country. It was a sensible and fair proposal but it does

not go far enough.

All workers in New Zealand who want to make New

Zealand their home should have the opportunity to do so.

This is a humane and sensible proposal in the post-Covid

world that meets the needs of the workers and many

bosses would be thrilled to be able to keep the labour they

have invested time and money into training even if they

were no longer able to be kept in a type of bonded

relationship. The workers would be freed from their

dependent status and can stand up for their rights as full

and equal members of New Zealand society. The union

movement will have up to 300,000 more potential

members who can join the fight for equality, fairness and

justice in their new home.

Getting the Job Done

Bill Bradford, recently retired from FIRST Union

Workers are on a promise from the Labour Government.

Even better, they are on a list ofpromises.

Fair pay agreements, ten days’ paid sick leave, increases

to the minimum wage and a raft of other progressive

changes are on the legislative agenda for this term of

government.

When setting priorities for the next three years unions

need to focus first on making sure these promises are

achieved. This is not as simple as it sounds. The absence

of NZ First as a handbrake certainly removes one

obstacle to their delivery, but there are other barriers to

overcome before the deal is done on any of them.

Employers always resist laws that bolster workers’ rights.

They will pull every lever they have to stop these changes.

No time is ever a good time to strengthen unions as far

as they are concerned. Expect them to mount a concerted

campaign using Covid as an excuse to reduce progress to

a minimum.

The fallback position of employers is to influence the

legislative process in a way that weakens proposed

legislation or makes it unworkable. They are expert at

this and have an army of lobbyists at their disposal who

can confuse select committees and insert apparently

harmless clauses into legislation that effectively gut it.

The union movement must be energetic and clever at

countering this. It should muster all the intellectual and

practical fire power it can in a campaign to get legislation

through in a timely manner, and to make sure the

legislation does the job required.

Officials will not necessarily be the friend of unions in

this. Too frequently their default position is to support

employers. The union movement needs to challenge

every clause and comma in draft legislation and every

proposal or amendment put forward by either employers

or officials.

Workers, delegates and the on the ground organisers

who make employment law work in a practical way all

need to be involved in actively campaigning to make the

delivery on these promises meaningful. Failure to do this

could easily result in new law that is a hollow PR victory
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for workers rather than bring any real benefit in terms of

bargaining power and living standards. This has

happened all too frequently in the past.

No matter how successful unions are at getting legislative

changes or pay rises the situation of the working class

will remain precarious while the cost of housing

continues to rise at present rates. Increases to the

minimum wage and other pay rises are gratefully

scooped up by landlords. House prices rise so fast that

even workers in well-paid jobs find it almost impossible

to buy their first home.

The private sector has never met the housing needs of

workers and never will. Only a massive ongoing progra-

mme of building state houses has ever been able to

achieve this. Unions need to ally with community organ-

isations in a strong campaign to explain this to politicians

who have grown up in a neo-liberal era where it is wro-

ngly assumed that the private sector will respond to the

market and magic up enough affordable houses for all.

Basic class solidarity also requires the union movement

to continue advocating on behalf of those who are

dependent on a merciless and inadequate benefit system.

Unions must constantly challenge the narrative that

relegates those on benefits to a second-class status.

Workers have placed a great deal of trust in this

government to improve their standard of living. The job

of the union movement is to make sure this trust is

rewarded.

Graeme Clarke

What are the issues facing working people and their repre-

sentatives?

Poverty is the main issue facing working people that their

representatives need to take up. The creation of a class of

working poor, and a super-rich class, is the outcome of

35 years of neo-liberalism predominating in New

Zealand politics.

Workers at present are reliant on politicians to fix the

poverty problem rather than our own collective

organisation. Politicians wanting to straddle the centre

ground of politics are reluctant to move too far. And

governments change. What politicians give, politicians

can take away.

The environment and climate change is the second main

issue facing working people. Moving towards a better

way of life is threatened by pollution and climate change.

This needs to become a central issue, along with ending

poverty, for working people and unions. A strong stance

on the environment by unions will broaden support for

union activity. We need to address environmental issues

when addressing the changes to the economy that will

help reduce inequality.

What should we be seeking?

We need to end neo-liberalism – just like Winston Peters

said he was doing in 2017 when he chose to go into gov-

ernment with Labour (before he stopped any significant

moves in that direction) . Ending neo-liberalism means:

- Securing collective bargaining with a law that allows for

union monopolies (which is not necessarily the same as

compulsory union membership) .

- Taking wages and working conditions out of com-

petitive tendering so that businesses competing for

contracts, state/local body work in particular, must

compete on the basis of their efficiency and service rather

than on their ability to cut wages and conditions.

- Increasing benefit levels, which will also force

employers to offer more to the unemployed when they

need to hire.

- Ending New Zealand’s slavish commitment to

globalism which leaves us vulnerable at times such as

now with the Covid pandemic.

- Promoting development of a green economy with good

jobs.

What challenges should be made to the power, authority and

control ofthe employer class?

The advantage of money to stop change and oppose

fairness – to stymie the pursuit of a more just and

environmentally sustainable life – needs to be rolled

back. For example,

- huge costs awarded by courts against unsuccessful

claims act as a disincentive to claims being put to courts

on both environmental and employment matters by

working people.

- money buys political favour. Large donations to political

parties should be stopped. If news media accept

advertisements from the wealthy to advertise their views,

they should be required to give free advertising for the

alternative viewpoint.
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Labour History in Aotearoa New Zealand:
A Reflection from 2020
Cybèle Locke

Labour History editor Diane Kirkby asked me to

contribute a couple of paragraphs on the state of New

Zealand labour history to an Australian review she was

writing, but I ended up writing something different. My

discovery that labour history had not been reviewed since

the 1990s, about the time I became a labour historian, led

me to write a much longer reflection, with my own

research at the centre. I have never liked writing about

myself, but I have come to learn that identifying

positionality – our relationships to the histories we

tell/write – is incredibly important. It also gives me an

opportunity to recognise other historians who mean a lot

to me and have influenced my work.1

In their introduction to the 1991 publication, Culture and

the Labour Movement, John E. Martin and Kerry Taylor

reflected on the state ofNew Zealand labour history: they

acknowledged it had “shared to some extent in the

flourishing of social history,” but was still institutionally

and organisationally focused. Labour history work

predominantly centred on “the Arbitration system, trade

unions and labour councils, and the political expression

of the labour movement in the Labour Party.”2 Bert Roth,

Erik Olssen and Len Richardson – with their work on

trade unions, the Red Feds and mining communities –

were duly acknowledged as renowned labour historians

of this period.3 Looking forward, Martin and Taylor

hoped that the establishment of the Trade Union History

Project in 1987, “devoted to the recording and pre-

servation of relevant material and to the publication of

labour history,” would encourage “labour history beyond

its existing confines” to new historical subjects: “Women,

Maori, immigrants, non-unionised groups and the rank

and file in the unions.”4 They also strongly encourage

oral history to produce new “histories from below” that

engaged oppositional cultural forms; labour process

theory (work processes and changing technology) ; and

challenged the very concept of work. The lens should be

widened, they argued, from industrial male workers to

“agricultural or seasonal work; part-time and casual work;

contract work; voluntary work; domestic and other forms

ofunpaid labour.”5

Those who contributed to Culture and the Labour

Movement provided a roadmap for labour history that we

students could follow. In Auckland, Anna Green’s oral

history work with waterside workers gave rise to her

social history, British Capital, Antipodean Labour: Working

the New Zealand Waterfront, 1915-1951 , published in

2001.6 In Christchurch, Jim McAloon grew frustrated

with the narrow focus on the class-conscious working-

class between 1890 and the 1930s and turned his

attention to class and settler capitalism prior to 1890.

McAloon’s No Idle Rich joined John E. Martin’s The

Forgotten Worker: The Rural Wage Earner in the Nineteenth

Century.7 McAloon was pessimistic in 2004: “Class has

virtually disappeared from New Zealand historiography,”

com-pared to studies of gender and Māori.8 And while I

agree, class relations is a relatively neglected subject in

New Zealand history, labour historians have become

more intersectional in their approach. In Dunedin, we

learned to intersect class with gender and race when

writing social history. Olssen taught us about social class

and introduced us to the Caversham project, a database

of working-class Dunedin, focused largely on the handi-

crafts trades between the 1880s and 1920s. However, by

the 1990s, a gendered lens was applied to the project –

Joan Scott’s challenges of E. P. Thompson were taken

seriously – oral interviews were conducted to address the

difficulties of locating women in statistical data, and in

2003, Sites of Gender: Women, Men and Modernity in

Southern Dunedin 1890-1939, edited by Barbara Brookes,

Annabel Cooper and Robin Law, was published.9

Intersections (and divergences) between gender and class

in southern Dunedin were clearly demonstrated.

Australian labour historians Rae Frances and Bruce

Scates encouraged a trend toward gendered labour

history as well.10 In New Zealand, Melanie Nolan became

the leading gender and labour scholar. She wrote about

women’s employment organisations for Anne Else’s

1993 collection Women Together and then produced

Breadwinning: New Zealand women and the state, a

majestic account of the interplay between women’s

domesticity and wage-earning and the rise and fall of the

male breadwinner wage system from the 1870s to the

1970s.11 Nolan revealed familial working-class sub-

cultures in her study of Christchurch workers’

representative Jack McCullough and recovered women’s

experiences of the 1913 Great Strike and 1951 waterfront

lockout.12 This latter work was supported by the 2001

Trade Union History Project commemoration of the
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waterfront lockout. At the end of the 2000s, PhD student

Grace Millar drew on oral history to examine the family

economy of the 1951 waterfront dispute (the lockout and

attendant strikes) . Millar broke new historical ground:

drawing on inter-national scholarship, her work asked:

how do families survive during and after such events?

Scates’ ‘Gender, Household and Community Politics: the

1890 Maritime Strike in Australia and New Zealand’,

published over 20 years previously, was one of the very

few that modelled this kind of gender analysis. Millar

also paid attention to Māori families’ experiences of the

waterfront lockout.13 Scates’ and Nolan’s work also

influenced my gendered class analysis of women

involved in the 1912 Waihi strike.14

My intersectional approach to labour history was

developed in my doctoral work, “Demanding Jobs with

Justice: The Organisation of Maaori and Paakehaa

Unemployed in Aotearoa/New Zealand During the 1930s

and 1980s.”15 In 2000, I described the unemployed as

labour history’s poor cousin due to the dearth of New

Zealand scholarship on the subject (no one had written

on unemployed workers in the 1980s in New Zealand

and little had been produced internationally on this same

period) .16 The thesis was positioned on the boundary of

labour history and Māori history with a theoretical lens of

race, class and gender. The introduction, entitled “Class

Consciousness and the Politics of Race and Gender,”

drew on Evelyn Higginbotham’s 1996 article “African-

American Women’s History and the Metalanguage of

Race,” an important frame for reading class and gender

through race. Any historical understanding of Māori

unemployment had to begin with the impact of

colonialism. I explored Māori and Pākehā protest trad-

itions, collective identities and goals separately in the

1930s, and then together in the 1980s. Half the members

of the national unemployed and beneficiaries’ move-

ment, Te Roopu Rawakore o Aotearoa, were Māori and a

bicultural structure was set up in the mid-1980s to share

organisational power between Māori and non-Māori.17

Oral histories with members of Te Roopu Rawakore,

conducted by Auckland Unemployed Workers’ Rights

Centre member Karen Davis, and later by me, enabled

this history to be told.18

The economic and political context of the 1990s –

structural unemployment and benefit cuts, the dism-

antling of the arbitration system that had supported trade

unionism in New Zealand since 1894 and a declining

trade union movement – meant less labour history was

produced, and usually of a more traditional nature. In

part this was “driven by anniversaries of formation, or

disappearance and merger of organisations.”19 Peter

Franks, who wrote about the origins of female-dominated

clerical unions in 1991 next focused on their demise in

1992.20 Pat Walsh and Nolan turned their attention to the

history of arbitration, a system fast disappearing, with

Trade Unions, Work and Society in 1994. Some survivor

trade unions gained histories – printers, teachers, the

public service, nurses and seafarers; Mary Ellen

O’Connor’s fine oral history work with state workers and

nurses, Mark Derby’s biography of Dan Long and David

Grant’s work on teachers has given greater emphasis to

white-collar workers.21 Autobiography has also featured,

for example, Gerry Hill’s memoir of the Cooks and

Stewards’ Union.22 In 2011, Franks and Nolan edited a

collection on a long overlooked subject, the second

Federation of Labour (1937-1988) , thanks to a 2007 Trade

Union History Project (renamed the Labour History

Project by the time of publication) conference.23 A

centennial event in 2008 saw West Coast historian Brian

Wood publish The Great ’08 Blackball Miners’ Strike.24

Franks and McAloon produced a history of the Labour

Party for its hundredth birthday in 2016.25 David Grant

has written biographies of great labour men: trade union

peak body leader and communist Ken Douglas and

Labour Prime Minister Norman Kirk.26 Breaking this

mould, Rebecca Macfie is currently writing a biography

of trade union leader Helen Kelly.

Global labour history is far less developed in New

Zealand, but there are noteworthy exceptions, especially

across the Tasman.27 A 2007 Trans-Tasman Labour

History Conference saw collaborative efforts to break

away from national labour histories: Olssen and Scates

explored the relationship between class and politics;

Frances and Nolan unpacked gendered Trans-Tasman

labour relations; Bradon Ellem and Franks examined 150

years of Australasian trade unionism; Raymond Markey

compared the Australian and New Zealand Labo(u)r

parties. Other articles explored cooperatives, the role of

the state in employment relations, peak trade unions

bodies, and a case study of union pickets, police and

courts in the 1990s. Little attention was given to Māori

and Aboriginal workers in this collection, however. In

2018, public historians Mark Derby and Peter Clayworth

contributed New Zealand chapters to Wobblies of the

World: A Global History ofthe IWW, edited by Peter Cole,

David Struthers and Kenyon Zimmer; Derby wrote about

the relationship between NZ Wobblies and Māori, and
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Clayworth traced the life of trade unionist Patrick

Hickey.28 In 2020, the Editorial Working Party of the

Australian journal Labour History established a New

Zealand position on its collective to encourage shared

projects.29

In the 2000s, NZ labour history works were finally

beginning to traverse the post-World War Two decades,

but there was no real consideration of marginalised

workers – women, Māori and Pacific peoples and their

experiences of how the 1950s and 1960s economic boom

gave way to the long depression between 1974 and

1994.30 And this is what I set out to achieve with Workers

in the Margins: Union Radicals in Post-war New Zealand,

published in 2012.31 I wove together three case studies of

working-class unions – male-dominated freezing workers

and female-dominated clerical workers (and their peak

bodies, the Federation of Labour and then Council of

Trade Unions) and unemployed workers’ unions (and

their peak body Te Roopu Rawakore o Aotearoa) . Oral

history was again crucial in revealing the role that

women and Māori played in changing the shape and

culture of their unions. In 1997, the TUHP had

commissioned Shaun Ryan to interview thirty retired

trade union leaders, and when it was discovered that

twenty nine of those interviews were with men, a further

grant enabled Ryan to conduct ten interviews with trade

union women.32 These collections informed my work. I

argued Workers in the Margins sat between new and old

labour history: “Inspired by E. P. Thompson, it tells

stories of those he would describe as ‘casualties of

history’: I write about freezing workers made obsolete,

casualised clerical workers, temporary employment

scheme workers, the newly unemployed, and their

struggles to maintain unions in the face of enormous

economic change.33 But it has much in common with

old-style labour history, placing union radicals in the

context of their unions.”34 There were gaps in this work;

disabled workers were missing and I said far less about

Pasifika workers than Māori workers.35

By this time, I looked to Māori scholars in Te Pouhere

Kōrero, publishing their work in a journal of the same

name, to learn about Māori and indigenous method-

ologies for historical writing. Aroha Harris’ work

prompted my thinking about positionality and writing

labour history – what were my links to marginalised

workers?36 Bringing together many oral histories, Melissa

Matutina Williams traces how new Māori migrants to

Auckland city developed workplace-whānau, which

“extended beyond kinship to include ethnic, gender and

occupation-based bonds in the workplace,” and compares

these to workplaces where Māori were marginal.37 Nēpia

Mahuika argues that New Zealand history is Māori

history – whatever the subject, there is always “a much

broader narrative of indigenous occupation and

struggle,” therefore all historians should draw on tikanga

(Māori cultural practices) as an ethical foundation for

their scholarship. “To undertake ethical research,

historians needed to immerse themselves in the

language and worldviews of the iwi kaenga (local, home

people) .”38 Mahuika’s work led me to reflect:

“For me, labour history has always been Māori history,

but I am prompted to think more deliberately about my

ethical code of conduct as a researcher to enhance the

kaupapa – which for me means learning how to help

empower those already involved in the labour movement,

and those who might become so. …it is about reciprocity,

to gain rights to collective knowledge, I have

responsibilities to that collective.”39

This way of doing labour history has become integral to

the Labour History Project, which I will return to shortly.

Auckland-based Te Pouhere Kōrero scholars have also

influenced more recent labour history postgraduate work

that utilises oral history. For example, Ross Webb’s

thesis, “‘Your Livelihood is on the Line’: Freezing

Workers in Aotearoa/New Zealand, 1973–1994,” is a

superb analysis of workplace, union and neighbourhood

cultures centred on Auckland and Hastings freezing

works. Ryan Bodman’s MA thesis, “‘The Public Have

Had a Gutsful and So Have We’: The Alienation of

Organised Labour in New Zealand, 1968–1984,” draws

on oral histories to portray trade unionists’ contrasting

accounts to media representation.40

Radical labour history is alive and well in Aotearoa New

Zealand. Kerry Taylor and Pat Moloney spear-headed this

effort with on the left: Essays on Socialism in New Zealand

in 2002.41 In this work, Kerry Taylor investigates why the

Communist Party ofNew Zealand attracted so few Māori

members and Toby Boraman examines the rise of the

‘New Left’ in New Zealand.42 More recently, Boraman

explores the huge mixture of formal and informal

workers’ dissent that occurred during the 1970s and

1980s.43 Archivist and historian Jared Davidson has

recovered anarchist thought and activity in the early

twentieth-century labour movement, embedding New

Zealand anarchism in transnational networks.44 Maureen
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Birchfield has produced two excellent biographies of

communists Connie Birchfield and Elsie Locke.45

Drawing on many oral histories, I have written a book-

length biography of Auckland trade union leader and

communist Bill Andersen, exploring the intersection

between communism, trade unionism and social

movements from the 1930s to the early twenty-first

century.46 Currently I am writing about Wellington-based

communist Rona Bailey and the anti-racism work of the

Northern Drivers’ Union.47 A new radical journal,

Counterfutures: left thought & practice Aotearoa, has

encouraged some labour history as well.48

The state has received its fair share of attention from

labour historians: for example, Martin’s history of the

Department of Labour and Nolan’s previously mentioned

Breadwinning.49 Davidson’s latest ‘history from below’,

Dead Letters: Censorship and Subversion in New Zealand

1914-1920, ‘reveals the remarkable stories of people

caught in the web of wartime surveillance,’ some of

whom were deeply involved in labour and radical

movements.50 Davidson is currently working on a book-

length history of prison labour in Aotearoa New

Zealand.51 Graeme Dunstall explores how the police

sought to limit the effectiveness of the militant left and

Richard Hill is currently examining state surveillance of

the left in more recent times – so watch that space.52

Only a small number of academics have ever been labour

historians; in fact it was pointed out to me recently I am

the ‘only labour historian academic in the whole country

who actually teaches labour history.’53 I teach a course

called ‘Working lives in NZ’ which begins by challenging

students to see beyond paid work and consider all forms

of labour we engage in to sustain our lives. I get to teach

all my favourite labour historians and ask students to

research and write a biography of a family member,

connecting themselves back into the working lives of

their ancestors. But despite being the only academic

teaching labour history, I don’t feel lonely.

I draw strength from the Labour History Project (LHP)

that has kept intersectional labour history alive in New

Zealand since its inception. The voluntary committee of

archivists, trade unionists, documentary film-makers,

labour historians (both public and in academic

institutions) and enthusiasts elected every year encourage

the preservation and production of labour history,

predominantly through this journal, the Bulletin, which

comes out three times a year.54 Many of those mentioned

in this review have chaired the LHP, as I do now. The

biennial LHP lecture, in honour of Rona Bailey, ensures

radical labour history receives regular attention. In 2014

the Labour History Project instituted the Bert Roth

Award in labour history and recent winners demonstrate

the breadth of work we consider New Zealand labour

history.55 We have committed to producing labour

history that is useful for the trade union movement and

each year since 2017 has seen a special-themed Bulletin;

on precarious work; pay equity and equal opportunity;

winning ways (successful campaigns) ; and this year,

“from Kinleith to the dole queue: workers’ struggles in

the 1980s.” These issues encourage new work to fill some

of the gaps indicated by Martin and Taylor in 1991: the

precarious work Bulletin analysed the experiences of all

kinds of non-standard workers (who are now the new

norm); the pay equity and equal employment opportunity

Bulletin explored how racism, ableism and transphobia

impacts the gender wage gap, for example.

There is of course more work to be done: migrant labour

history, unfree labour, non-unionised, domestic and

unpaid labour, queer and disability labour history. How

will more recent movements – Occupy, Black Lives

Matter, Ihumātao – impact labour history and reframe

out thinking going forward? How will the impending

economic changes brought about by Covid-19 make us

think about past crises and their impact on workers? The

Labour History Project is here to support and give the

floor to future students of labour history, who will show

us how it should be done.
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Max Haiven, “Towards a materialist theory ofrevenge,”

Vagabonds 1 (Summer 2017)

Reviewed by Paul Maunder

In this essay Max Haiven, Canadian author of Revenge

Capitalism: The Ghosts of Empire, the Demons of Capital,

and the Settling of Unpayable Debts (Pluto Press, 2020) ,

argues that the impulse toward revenge has been a

fundamental political impulse in the dialogue between

persecutor and persecuted, oppressor and oppressed. He

looks at Titus Andronicus, at the persecution of witches

as a means of disempowering protest against enclosure,

there is of course the genre of revenge tragedy, and then

he sees racial persecution played out within the

paradigm; slaves wanting revenge against masters, but

also colonialists seeking revenge against the natives if

they stand up for their rights. Revenge enters sexual and

emotional relationship, especially if relationship becomes

toxic. It has been a motivation in struggles for workplace

rights.

Having set the field he looks at the neoliberal attack on

workers in the developed world, leading to rust belts and

a depressed unemployed working class. In the devel-

oping world new industrial revolutions have flooded the

cities with the precarious. The way is open for a new

revenge politics with neo fascist demagogues using social

media to create a racialized, woman-hating, homophobic,

nationalist mob bent on revenge against the educated,

liberal, feminist, sexually diverse, politically correct,

urban elite. And for the latter, in its respect for diversity

and consensus, the revenge impulse has been judged

incorrect – outrage, anger etc are not allowed. The great

pacifists, Gandhi, Mandela, King, have been com-

modified.

Haiven argues that the revenge impulse is absolutely

necessary for radical change, but that personalised

revenge is counter productive and was rejected by Marx,

Fanon etc. Instead, the impulse must be used to create a

sustainable movement for revenge in the form of taking

back what has been stolen; of reclaiming the commons;

of reclaiming the spirit and integrity of life, in its

broadest ecological sense.

I find this a compelling analysis, for the ‘niceness’ of the

postmodern liberal gathering usually leaves me feeling

irritable and disempowered. The gushing affirmations

yet underlying judgements remind me of the Victorian

tea party. Haiven calls this essay a move toward “a

materialist theory” and in doing so reinvigorates the

Marxist journey. It certainly makes compelling sense of

the Trump phenomenon.

The Hamlet Fire

Bryant Simon, The Hamlet Fire: A Tragic story ofCheap

Food, Cheap Government and Cheap Lives (University of

North Carolina Press, 2017)

Reviewed by Ross Teppett

For most of its history Hamlet, North Carolina, was

known for two things. Being an important early

industrial railway hub and the birthplace of legendary

saxophonist John Coltrane. Then on 3 September 1991

the town of 7,000 inhabitants suffered the nation’s worst

workplace disaster in living memory that claimed the

lives of25 workers, most ofwhom were black women.

The Imperial Food Products factory was a chicken

processing plant, producing chicken tenders for the fast-

food business. Early into the morning shift on the day of

Reviews
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the fateful fire, a recently repaired hydraulic hose located

near a giant deep fryer failed, spraying highly flammable

fluid onto the naked gas flames heating the huge vat full

of cooking oil. Fire engulfed the area and quickly spread

throughout the plant. Workers were panicking and trying

to escape the inferno. But there were no fire sprinklers to

quell the flames, and some of the fire exits had been

locked, to supposedly keep flies out, or were blocked. Fire

and smoke overwhelmed the workers and they died in

the blaze.

The Hamlet Fire’s subtitle, A Tragic Story ofCheap Food,

Cheap Government, and Cheap Lives, points to the book’s

story about the economic, industrial, social and political

decay in the decades prior to the fire in what’s known as

the “Tar Heel State.” The author takes the reader on a

fascinating and often disturbing journey, weaving a

multitude of threads that together lead to the tragic and

somewhat inevitable disaster that took place that early

Autumn morning.

Hamlet started life as a railway town. Its location on the

main trunk connecting New York to Florida meant there

were always plenty of people passing through, many of

whom would overnight. Most locals worked for the

railway company (Seaboard) , or the many employers

providing services linked to the railway. Railway jobs

were union jobs, offering good pay, conditions, and job

security. In the period up to the end ofWorld War 2 the

town was bustling and relatively prosperous. After the

war things started to change. North Carolina was an early

cheerleader of the anti-union Taft-Hartley Act, and was

quick to cement in the State’s “Right-to-Work” status.

Taft-Hartley was passed by a Republican controlled

Congress in 1947, hostile to unions, over Democratic

President Harry Truman’s veto. Southern States were

quick to adopt the Act which severely weakened collective

bargaining and representation rights, and made closed

union shops unlawful. This was a harbinger of things to

come for the workers ofHamlet. The interstate motorway

system, built during the 1950s and 1960s, changed the

way people and goods moved around the country.

Trucking was on the rise and railways were in decline,

along with its good jobs. By the 1970s and 1980s Hamlet

had become a post-industrial town. The election of

Ronald Regan heralded in the neoliberal revolution,

where the government’s role was to put business first

and do all it could to ensure free-markets, with less

government meaning the rolling-back of many laws and

regulations built up over the years to protect working

people. Meanwhile, in North Carolina, the State was

itching to attract new businesses and investment. It was

already touting its Right-To-Work status as a business

advantage that significantly hampered a union’s ability to

organise workers. At the municipal level it would go

further for business by offering wafer thin local

regulations and even turning a blind eye when required.

With the prospect of a non-union shop, high

unemployment with plenty of cheap labour on tap, and

minimal local government oversight, Imperial Foods

owner Emmet Roe and his family found Hamlet an

attractive place to set up shop.

The book traverses a litany of incidents and

developments that point to a very broken system:

Imperial Foods built the plant without a permit. Local

fire department officials never actually set foot in the

factory to do a fire and safety check and they had no floor

plan records. Federal meat inspectors would visit the

plant regularly. They knew about the locked fire exit

doors but said nothing. As one U.S. Department of

Agriculture official remarked after the fire, “(We’re) meat

inspectors… not fire marshals.” No one, it seemed, had

the workers’ backs. Fire survivor Mary Pouncey says

there was never anything like a fire drill. “There was no

sprinkler system. There was a lot that you knew that

wasn’t right, but if you complained about it, you got

fired.” Throughout the book we are regularly reminded

of the racism that sits just below Hamlet’s surface. It was

the town’s black community that took the biggest hit

with fire and its aftermath. The Reverent Jessie Jackson

adopted Hamlet as a symbol and a rallying cry against

deregulation and union busting. Jackson even compared

the town’s leaders to “slave masters.”

Imperial was a small cog in a big machine that was or is

the industrialised poultry business. All along the supply

chain, dominated by a few big corporate players, there

was an intense focus on driving down costs at every step.

In the end the industry was using farmers and

compromising the safety and security of processing

workers to subsidise production of America’s most

consumed animal for rock-bottom prices at the local fast-

food restaurant. And of course, then there is Simon’s in-

depth analysis of the development of the highly addictive

and insidious “chicken nugget” with its “tender” variant,

and the significant contribution this cheap food makes to

America’s obesity epidemic.
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With the Pike River disaster’s 10th anniversary fresh in

our minds, there are strong parallels with Imperial Food

Products. Pike River Coal was a company hellbent on

making profits at any cost, there was a strong anti-union

management, a weak regulatory regime and compliant

regulator, a region desperate for jobs and prosperity. It

was a workplace so poorly conceived and built, it was a

destined to be a death-trap.

“Down in Hamlet, North Carolina, they had a chicken

plant sure did explode

Them Tar heels trapped like burnin’ rats, cuz the boss

man chained the door closed.”

- From Californian punk legend Jello Biafra’s (Dead

Kennedys) song “Hamlet Chicken Plant Disaster.”

Protest Tautohetohe

Stephanie Gibson, Matariki Williams and Puawai Cairns

(eds.) , Protest Tautohetohe: Objects ofResistance, Persistence

and Defiance (Te Papa Press, Wellington, 2019)

Reviewed by Peter Clayworth

Protest Tautohetohe: Objects of Resistance, Persistence and

Defiance follows in a line of books that use objects as

their basis for discussing the past. This book takes a

broad approach, covering objects made, used or

sometimes vandalised as part of protest actions. It also

looks at works that artists, including musicians, have

specifically created as actions of protest. Stephanie

Gibson, Matariki Williams and Puawai Cairns have not

set out to present a comprehensive history of protest in

Aotearoa New Zealand, but have instead based their work

on objects they could access to tell protest stories. Some

of the earlier objects may be unfamiliar to many readers,

but to those of us of a certain age, many of the badges,

posters, flags, album covers and works of art in Protest

Tautohetohe will raise smiles ofrecognition.

Protest Tautohetohe is aimed at a popular rather than an

academic audience. The objects chosen are not described

in lengthy essays but used instead with relatively brief

descriptions to illustrate a series of protest themes.

Historian Kerry Taylor provides an introductory essay,

addressing New Zealand’s broader history of protest

within the context of his own introduction to activism

through opposing the 1985 All Blacks tour of South

Africa. Gibson, Williams and Cairns’ work has a strong

Māori focus, covering campaigns from the struggle

against British imperialism, to the still unfinished

campaigns over land, language, foreshore and seabed

and tino rangatiratanga. The reader is taken from the

stump of the flagstaff cut down by Hone Heke in 1845,

through flags, whakairo, posters, paintings, dresses

designed and worn by Tuaiwa (Eva) Rickard as protest

symbols, the lyrics of “Raupatu” by Māori heavy metal

band Alien Weaponry and the chainsaw Mike Smith

used at Maungakiekie One Tree Hill.

The descriptions of objects made or used by participants

in protest allows the reader to understand the personal

connections many people have to events that often made

history. This approach is reinforced by selections from

the works of well-known activists such as Ngahuia Te

Awekotuku, Sonja Davies, Archibald Baxter, Tim Shad-

bolt and Tama Poata. The weapon of humour is not

ignored, as shown by such items as a 45 rpm single of

the Howard Morrison Quartet’s “My Old Man’s an All

Black” and a “Bigot Busters” sweat shirt featuring a car-

icature ofhomosexual law reform opponent Norm Jones.

Protest Tautohetohe has only one chapter, entitled “Class

and Economic protest,” relating specifically to labour

history. This covers workers’ struggles from the form-

ation of trade unions in the late nineteenth century,

illustrated by the 1899 union banner of the Westport
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Gold Miners’ Union, through to the “Union Hard” T-

shirts from the Meat Workers’ Union campaigns of the

2010s. Other chapters in Protest Tautohetohe touch on

further issues that connect to labour history. A chapter

on the women’s movement includes the still unfinished

fight to achieve true pay equity. Another chapter, entitled

“Civil Rights,” includes discussion of Pasifika workers’

struggles over pay, living and working conditions,

opposition to police racism and to dawn raids of the

1970s. This chapter also skims over a broad range of

subjects including support for immigrants and refugees,

protests against intelligence service snooping, opposition

to education and welfare cuts, and solidarity with Pacific

independence movements. Opposition to war and

conscription has its own chapter, with a further chapter

devoted to the anti-nuclear movement. The anti-apartheid

movement, the struggles of the LGBTQI + communities

and the fight to protect the environment are each given

their own chapters. While the book focuses on left-wing

progressive movements, it does address opposition to

abortion, support for the 1981 Springbok Tour and the

conservative ‘enough is enough’ protest by the Destiny

Church.

There are a number of gaps in the protest themes

presented. Gibson, Williams and Cairns acknowledge

that Protest Tautohetohe does not feature the protests of

Asian New Zealanders, an omission they explain by their

inability to collect objects to illustrate this theme.

Another theme not covered is that of prohibition.

Campaigns to ban or legalise alcohol and other drugs

have been a feature of New Zealand’s social history since

the nineteenth century and could be well illustrated by

posters and the paraphernalia associated with the various

drugs in question. Protest Tautohetohe also misses out the

protests by the farming community, including the 1978

“Bloody Friday” sheep slaughter in Invercargill, the 2003

“fart tax” protest and last year’s 50 shades of green. It

could, however, be argued that a form of rural protest is

demonstrated by a special constable’s baton from 1913; a

time when farmers showed their opposition to militant

unionism by assisting the state to smash the Great

Strike.

While not claiming to be comprehensive, Protest

Tautohetohe makes a valuable contribution to the popular

history of protest in Aotearoa New Zealand. Readers are

likely to recognise many of the objects shown and may

well also see some familiar faces, possibly even their

own, in the photos of the protests through the years.

The struggles of working people have a long and significant

history in Aotearoa New Zealand. The Labour History

Project (formerly the Trade Union History Project) is an

organisation dedicated to researching, recording, preserving

and promoting this working-class history.

Formed in 1987 and made up of individual and institutional

members, the Labour History Project organises seminars

and conferences (such as the biennial Rona Bailey Memorial

Lecture) , publishes the LHP Bulletin, maintains the Bert

Roth Award for Labour History, and supports a wide range

of related projects (books, research, exhibitions, docu-

mentary films, archive projects and oral histories) . The

committee of the LHP is based in Wellington.

Interested in becoming a member? By joining the Labour

History Project you will be supporting the promotion of

working-class history, receive the LHP Bulletin three times a

year, and keep up-to-date with the latest news, reviews and

events. Membership fees are:

Individuals: $30

Institutions: $75

Membership is valid for the financial year 1 April – 31

March. To pay online, our bank account details are:

Labour History Project Inc.

Kiwibank

38 9012 0672630 00

Please include your name and “Sub” as references so that

we can identify your payment, and please email treasurer

@lhp.org.nz when the deposit has been made, including

your contact details. That way we can send you the Bulletin.

For all other enquires:

lhpcommittee@gmail.com

www.lhp.org.nz.
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